2021 MEMBERS

The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation would like to thank the following individuals and organizations for their generous contributions to the Foundation. This list recognizes our loyal members at the Insider Plus level and above between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021.

ARCHITECT CIRCLE
($2,500 ANNUALLY)
Mary and Steve Kramer
Kimberley Valentine
Frederick Vogel, IV
Lori & Loren Wasserman

MASTER CIRCLE
($1,000 ANNUALLY)
Mr. James W. Abbott
Robert Brannan and Kathy Fichtner
Michael Duncan
Jill and Jeff Emanuel
Alice and Barry Fell
Rose Ann Forte
Melissa Galt
Jeffrey Golota
Nancy Marlowe Gordon and Andy Gordon
Marlene and Arthur Greenberg
Delph Gustitus
T. Gunny Harboe
Debbie and Scott Jarson
Zach Jennings
Jenny Klein
Chris and John C. Matesich, III
Mary and James Nelson
Joan and Jeffrey Palmer
Sarris and Thorn Pozen
Frederick Prozillo and Marie Jose Poulet
Victoria N. Roberts
Steven and Susan Trail
Frank Vickory and Newton Linebaugh
Erin Wilson

INSIDER PLUS
($250 ANNUALLY)
Megan Machin
Alanna Mack and Don Murray
Mary Nonn
Matthew Perkins
Dr. John A. Pope and Mr. Gregory J. English
Penelope Post
Karen Prince-Weithorn
Roland Reisley
Josh and Margaux Rosen
Mary and Bob Scales
Lisa and Bob Schatz
Cheryl and William M. Semple, Jr.
Norman Silk and Dale Morgan
Dr. Scott L. and Mrs. Catherine B. Smith
Matthew Stagner and Lisa Lombard
Cliff Stephens
Cille and Vern Swaback
Bonnie L. and Sverre Thomassen
John S. Thornton, Jr.
Patricia and Lawrence Timmons
Sonia and Phillip Vlieger
Dr. Greg Zarelli

BUILDER CIRCLE
($500 ANNUALLY)
Robert Adria
Suzanne and Kent Aikin
Brad Alewine
Anne and David Allred
Patricia and Craig A. Anderson
Claudia and Douglas Anderson
Dustin Andrews
Anonymous
Donna and Frank Balogh
Nancy and David Barbour
John Barrett
Kathleen and Jim Bauer
Joanie and John Bean
Karren and Frederick Beaubien
Jane Gagne and Roger Beaulieu
Kathleen and Jim Bauer
Joanie and John Bean
Karren and Frederick Beaubien
Jane Gagne and Roger Beaulieu
Gwen and Robert Beck
Vesna Beck
Scott Beilke
Julia and Bronson Beisel
Susan and Peter Bemis
Dr. Kirsten Anderson and
Dr. Michael L. Bennett
Anne Bickerstaff
Jean and Larry Binkowitz
Daniel Canty and Lauren Blanton
Connie and Phil Booker
Christine Simmon and Douglas Boodoo
Cassandra and Henry Bowers
Elizabeth and David Bracken
Sharon and Robert Brenner
Laurie and Joel Brill
Wendy and David Brotman
Barb and John Burgess
Jean Marie and William Buskirk
Patricia S. and John J. Cadwallader
Tilde and William Caldaroni

Frank Callander
Therese and Thomas Carroll
John F. Carter and Scott J. Haberkorn
Carol Ann Casey and Thomas Ramsfield
Norma Chapman
Beth Chesterman
Eleanor and Joe S. Columbe
Alejandro Comellas
David Comfort
Cody and Veronica Coronado
Amy and Matthew Corriere
The Honorable Stephen G. Crane
and Dr. Elaine F. Crane
John W. Crawford
Jennifer Cummings
Janis and Robert Czajkowski
Francis Daly
Kajari and Arup Datta
Sarah De Boer and Stanley De Boer
Sue DeGroff and Tom R. DeGroff
Donna and Pascal Dionot
Julie and John Douglas
Amy and Eric Dueholm
Keely Duffy and Jason Siegler
Jean and Karl Durkheimer
Ellen and Charles Duwe
Suzanne and Stan Ecklund
Marilyn L. and Richard C. Engle
James Esposito
Louise Esposito
Steve and Ruth Etherton
Janelle Evans and Brad Evans
Connie Fairbanks
Mr. Herman H. Felstehausen
Susan Fenney
William Ferguson
Susan T. and John A. Fiero
Harlan Fleece
Amanda and Mark Forsyth
Gail L. Fox
Lynn M. and Richard T. Frank
Charlene and David C. Franklund
Ann Freund
Fiona and David L. Friar
Nan and Fred Friend
Elizabeth and Alan Frigy
Thomas Fritzlen
John Gardner
Leslie Gentile
Andrew Giffin
Gil Gillmor
Lisa Gimmy and Claus Best
Paul Graf and Bruce McGlothlin
Margaret and James D. Gray
Rebecca A. and Scott L. Grossman
Andrea Groves
Mrs. Liz Gwartney
Toby and Sam Haberman
Heather and Mark Hamilton
Mary E. Hanemann
Glenn Harris and Kristi Gerrior
David Harrison
Mark C. Hastings
James S. Hayes and Catherine A. Keig
Gale and Linda Heavilin
Terrance and Noel Hefty
Molly H. Heizer
Jill and D.R. Hendel
Ingrid and Mark D. Herrman
Cindy and Mark Hertzberg
Valerie Highton
Kathleen and Chris Hines
Kay Hinn
Natalie and Christian Hoffmann
Maynard DuPre Houston
Bruce G. Howell
Kelly and Michael Howell
Pamela P. and Robert J. Hunt
William Hurford and Lesley Gilbertson
Nigel James
Anne Jay
Dr. Martha John and Dr. Lawrence R. John
Bruce Johnson
Michael Johnstone
Sandra and George Juettend
Laura Katz
Ellen and James Kelleher
Jeri and Brent Kendle
John Kennedy
Melissa Ries and Patrick Kennedy
Joseph Kerger and Paula Kerger
Michael E. Kesselman
Martha Kidd
Patti and Jeff Kidd
Andrew and Jo Anne Kindler
Tony King and Jennifer Everhart
Joni Klinkenberg
Jacob Kluch
Lynn Kudron
Catherine Ko and James Ko
Katharina Koebel
Christine N. and Jacob N. Koenig
Vani Kolipakam
Sandra and Kevin Kramer
Deena Kurz
Mark and Sue Laatsch
Ginger and Clayton LaBine
John Lake
Barbara and Dr. Michael Lang
Robert Lang
Mike Laumb
Alettheia Lawry
Ingrid Lazcano and Fernando Lazcano Dann
Dr. and Mrs. Terence Lenhardt
Peter M. Lenz
Joseph and Katherine Leomo
Julie and Kasey Lindsay
Dr. Randolph L. Long and Carol G. Long
Kay and Ron Maassen
Ed and Kathy Madden
Patrick Mahoney
Joe and Susan Malaga
Robert Marchesani and Marlene Marchesani
Michael J. Marsh
Sandy Martin and The Rev. Christopher Martin
Deborah Masser
Sherri and Jeff Massey
Carol Mason and Steve Mather
Julian Matos
Jean and Keith Maurer
Steve Mauro
Kathy and Gerard Maynard
Jill and James McCrory
Andrew and Connie McElwee
Karen and Chris McGrath
Pamela and Jim McGuire
Paula McHale
Mddy and Dave McKeown
Judy McLennan
Nancy McMillan
Heidi and Eric Miller
Jeanne and Julius Miller
Todd Mills and Pamela Mills
Peter Mokler
Mark Mortrude and Debra Hoye-Mortrude
Angela and Jon Murphy
Abby Murtagh
Carl E. Nelson
Ms. Nancy Shucktis and Mr. Reade Nimick
Maureen Noe
Terri Nolan
Mary Norman
Ellen and Mark Obele
Patrick J. O’Leary and Karen M. Yamasaki
Amy and Greg Olsen
Brooke and Tim O’Reilly
Dr. and Ms. Nils Paellmann
Alyse Passi
Arlene Patruno
Julie Patton
Mary and Robin Percy
Cindy and David Peters
Ms. Leah Peterson
Andrea and Joseph Piacentine
Jeanette Piekucki
Jeremiah Pomerleau
Victor K. Pralle
Raffensperger Household
Bernard Ranellone
Dr. and Mrs. Donald L. Rastede
Katie and Andy Rauh
Andrew Raymond
Jean Raymond
Jessica Reinhardt
Louise and Steve Rennecker
Brian Renz
Amy Rice
Susan and John Rippiniger
Catherine Roberts and Dr. Scott C. Roberts
Carol Roddy
Col. Michael A. Roddy, III
Consuelo and Rolando Rodriguez
Kasey Rigg
Stephen Roy and Lloyd Kohler
Patty and Paul Sandness
Pam Schairbaum and Robert Quinn
Paul Schanbacher
Stephen and Eva Scholfield
Rana and Joseph Schwartz
Lynn and Mark Shadey

Verna Shaheen
Teri and Michael Shaughnessy
Ilene Shaw
Gregg Shimanski
Melissa and Carl Shultz
Laura and Dan Simpson
Dr. John L. Singleton and Kyle Singleton
Cheryl and Bruce Skalbeck
Antje and Jason Skiff
Mrs. Cynthia E. Soppet and
Dr. Charles M. Soppet
Barbara and Don Springelt
Ralph Stein
Anne C. Stupp
Leanne Summers
Jon Surprise
Stuart Teach
Michael A. Thomas
Mark Tlacach
Jeff Tomski
Chris Tostado
Eileen and Michael J. Trimbach
Dr. Jitendra Trivedi and Mrs. Nivedita Trivedi
Kathy Trontell and Keith Hunter
Matthew D. Valauri and Katherine M. Valauri
Susie Valentine
Lynn Vandenburgh
Karen and Carlos J. Vazquez
Pamela E. and Daniel R. Veenbaas
Kathy and Mike Vitale
Sherrill and Paul W. Wagner
Debra Warner and John Wallace
Nancy Weaver
Linda and Steve Wegener
Cheryl and Keith Weitzman
Susan Whichard
James and Jane Wick
William Willers and Carol Marcus
Ramona and Charles Winters
Lynn and Dan Witthaus
Cecelia Woody
Kendall L. Workman
John Wymore
Gregory Zengo and Jared Zengo
Laura and Robert Zevnick
Pat and Russ Zoller

This list on these pages, and on the pages to follow, reflects members and donors from the 2021 calendar year. The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this list. If you have questions, please contact Marta Bones, Director of Development at 602.800.5410.